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—> The world needs the knowledge of the YS but organisations are not prepared…
Who are Young Surveyors

To be a ‘young surveyors’ you must be under 35 years old and either a student of surveying or surveying-related subjects or a young professional who completed an undergraduate or graduate programme a maximum of ten years ago.

:: YS, are eager to learn, to embrace the latest concepts and paradigms and, with the appropriate guidance

:: YS can definitely make a valid contribution within our profession and society

:: YS can be sources of inspiration, and their open outlook and affinity with technology can be key in today’s rapidly changing world.
What the FIG YSN does…

:: Explore the needs of Young Surveyors worldwide and

:: Prepare them for their future roles through mentoring and training

:: Encourage and Enhance Young Surveyors to be the Surveyor of Tomorrow - to be the agent of Change

With the knowledge gained through the Training of Trainers events the

YS are going to be champions of STDM in their regions but also worldwide

YS are able to assist in further re-search and support UN-Habitat/FIG in rolling-out STDM at country level.
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YS FROM 70 COUNTRIES HAVE BEEN TRAINED TO BE STDM TRainers
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Trained Trainers

UN-Habitat/GLTN & FIG YSN trained approximately 160 Young Surveyors

From around 70 countries worldwide covering every region
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210
:: This number does not include trainings at Universities which is conducted by those trained YS (e.g. ITC…)

:: It is not about the tool - it is about the concept and the understanding and the ability to adapt to current issues

:: So far we conduct trainings on the concept & tool level - something yet not included is the knowledge on the need of standards

:: this ToT is a powerful tool - itself to bring YS worldwide together - and for some it is an eye-opening experience to see the whole process of STDM

:: YS have the knowledge to improve the procedures but not management position
:: 70% of unregistered people-land relationships

:: its obvious that this can not be done with the current approaches

:: platform of mentors and skilled professionals who are thinking out of the box
STDM
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Social Tenure
:: 70% of unregistered people-land relationships

:: it's obvious that this can not be done with the current approaches

:: platform of mentors and skilled professionals who are thinking out of the box

:: crowdsourcing is a potential: another data gathering channel can only be a good thing

:: YS skills will be needed now more than ever in a world of constant change

:: Young surveyors should be at the forefront of global change and innovation in the surveying profession. Employed and empowered, YS are key agents of change – the surveyors of tomorrow, committed to the betterment of the world.
FIG Young Surveyors Network

“we have one generation to get it right”